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Immigrant Story Sharing for 
Building Youth Empowerment 

and Civic Engagement

Abstract  

Reflection
 

25 first-generation Latinx high school students
participated in two 120-minute interactive and
experiential workshops on interviewing, active
listening, and an innovative visual methodology for
story sharing.  The trained youth facilitators led a
two-hour story  sharing workshop for members of
the local immigrant community. A subset of youth
facilitators participated in focus groups that
explored their experiential learning, empowerment,
and development of civic leadership. 

Images included push-factors, such as
flooding and earthquakes, being careful 

to avoid specific traumitizing or 
triggering images. 

Images of Home  Push Factors

Images included cultural associations
with ideas of "home," such as music,
food, dress, and family celebrations

and rituals 

Include a wide range of possible push factors, rather than privilege pull factors such as images of the “American Dream”
or “economic wealth.” 
Give participants an opportunity to talk about the challenges that they face in transitioning to a new country and culture,
but also new work lives and identities. 
Move participants to tell the story of why and how they left their home countries, and of features of their home
countries they miss and try to create here.
Avoid the visualization of violence that might produce psychological trauma to participants. 

 There is not a single immigrant story, thus a story deck should be comprised of images that are welcoming to many experiences
and provide opportunities to speak back to dominant narratives. 

 Story cards should:

New Community

Community
Participation 

Local chapter of Virginia Organizing dedicated their
reserved meeting space and time and invited
community members to attend.  
Attendees were immigrants from Spanish speaking
countries and story sharing was performed in
Spanish. 
Most participants attended as families.
Dinner buffet from a local Mexican restaurant was
provided to create an experience of "kitchen table"
talk and community fellowship.
Latinx students serving as fellows in the JMU Center
for Civic Engagement served as host and moderator
for the event. 

Story Sharing Workshop 
Creating an Inclusive Deck of Cards

15 youth facilitators participated in one of two focus
groups designed to understand how their civic
engagement around immigration cultivated 
 understandings of self and community.

Develop active listening and interviewing skills.
Expand access to a diverse set of immigrant
experiences through storytelling.
Develop a greater awareness of self, other, and 
 cultural identity.
Practice sharing their family’s immigration story to
a multigenerational audience.
Cultivate empathy for others who share their
immigration stories.
Develop civic leadership through active listening
and reflection.

Empowerment Goals
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Youth introduced story sharing activity and presented cards to community participants.  Based on the 
cards selected, youth facilitators chose one or more of the following questions to prompt storytelling:
·    “Can you tell me about the first time you felt at home while in Harrisonburg?”
·    “Can you tell me about what you miss most about your hometown?”
·    “Can you tell me about an object in your home that reminds you most of your culture?”

Community members (in small groups/ families) were seated with pairs of  youth facilitators.

Activity closed with the prompt: “What would you want young people in Harrisonburg to understand about your journey?”.

Youth facilitators then shared their own family's immigration story through presentation of a digital story map. 

"I felt appreciative. Like, appreciation towards the activity
because since the person I was assigned to was older,
many times we ... just don't empathize or think it's
important to listen. But having this conversation and this
connection with someone that went through things that,
let's say, my mom went through, it's something special to
go through, and you can build a bond easily after listening
to so many stories on both sides." ~ Youth Facilitator 

Images included English
literacy classes, local
festivals, and icons to

express abstract emotions. 

"The difference in crossing the border is so like drastic over
the years. Because one person that had to cross the border
had crossed it 40 years ago, and the other had crossed it 3
years ago and their experiences, they came from the same
place, but they were completely different." ~ Youth
Facilitator 

Workshop StructureStory Sharing  Cards
We created a deck of 4x5" cards with a diversity  of
inclusive and counter narrative images - both
photographs and iconography - that served as a
"toolbox" (Sanders, https://maketools.com) for
prompting story sharing.
Community participants sorted through the cards,
selecting  images that resonated with them. 
Youth facilitators then guided an interactive
interview process that elicited shared storytelling
about immigration, meanings of home, and
cultural identity based upon the chosen cards.

Story Sharing Workshop was held at a large community center viewed as safe and accessible.


